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The Manitoba Legislative Library loaned a rare 1848 copy of the *Illustrated London News* to Parks Canada. This rare newspaper was displayed at Lower Fort Garry National Historic Site’s Red River Christmas celebration, a popular event that replicates Christmas in the Red River Settlement. The *Illustrated London News* was displayed with other original publications, ornaments and decorations of the Victorian era. Lower Fort Garry staff said this rare newspaper was an excellent addition to the event and a major focus of discussion amongst visitors.

Review from Book News:

Bringing together scholars from a diverse range of disciplines, this volume contributes to the growing body of work on digital ethics. Vanacker and Heider argue that the development of information and communication technologies (ICTs) necessitates a revision of our ethics in order to deal with the challenges of the new digital world. They ask the reader to reflect on how this digital age shifts our norms and ethics, how we will deal with those who do not abide with them and how these shifts affect power relations in our society. Eleven chapters and concluding remarks are divided into three parts: shifting professional norms in a digital age; managing norm violators in digital spaces; control, power and technology.


From the publisher:

No country is more blessed with fresh water than Canada. From the mouth of the Fraser River in BC, to the Bow in Alberta, the Red in Manitoba, the Gatineau, the Saint John and the most historic of all Canada's rivers, the St. Lawrence, our beloved chronicler of Canadian life, Roy MacGregor, has paddled, sailed and traversed their lengths, learned their stories and secrets, and the tales of centuries lived on their rapids and riverbanks. He raises lost tales, like that of the Great Tax Revolt of the Gatineau River, and reconsiders histories like that of the Irish would-be settlers who died on Grosse Ile and the incredible resilience of settlers in the Red River Valley. Along the Grand, the Ottawa and others, he meets the successful conservationists behind the resuscitation of polluted wetlands, including even Toronto's Don, the most abused river in Canada (where he witnesses families of mink, returned to play on its banks). Long before our national railroad was built,
our rivers held Canada together; in these sixteen portraits, filled with yesterday’s adventures and tomorrow’s promise, MacGregor weaves together a story of Canada and its ongoing relationship with its most precious resource.

Every map tells a story. And every map has a purpose--it invites us to go somewhere we’ve never been. It’s an account of what we know, but also a trace of what we long for.

Ten Maps conjures the world as it appeared to those who were called upon to map it. What would the new world look like to wandering Vikings, who thought they had drifted into a land of mythical creatures, or Samuel de Champlain, who had no idea of the vastness of the landmass just beyond the treeline?

Adam Shoalts, one of Canada’s foremost explorers, tells the stories behind these centuries old maps, and how they came to shape what became “Canada.”

It’s a story that will surprise readers, and reveal the Canada we never knew was hidden. It brings to life the characters and the bloody disputes that forged our history, by showing us what the world looked like before it entered the history books. Combining storytelling, cartography, geography, archaeology and of course history, this book shows us Canada in a way we’ve never seen it before..

A history of Canada in ten maps : epic stories of charting a mysterious land / Adam Shoalts.

From the publisher:
The sweeping, epic story of the mysterious land that came to be called “Canada” like it’s never been told before.

Firestorm : how wildfire will shape our future / Edward Struzik.

Review from Library Journal Reviews:
Opening with a vivid recounting of 2016’s Fort McMurray Fire, which caused the biggest fire evacuation in Canada’s history, Struzik explains how climate change and fire suppression in North America has brought about the current era of still evolving super fires. Capable of producing their own weather patterns, these once rare blazes are now becoming commonplace. As in Michael Kodas’s Megafire,
Struzik examines individual fires to show how, in addition to drought, insects and disease help to create perfect conditions for flames. He also explains new challenges to firefighting, such as dealing with asbestos-covered trees or Superfund areas, and that firefighting veterans often battle unburnable substances while putting their health at risk. With longer seasons and more people moving to the woods, the scale of future fires promises to overtake McMurray's record soon.

VERDICT As greater and more destructive fires become the norm, this narrative should be required reading for anyone living in an area under the threat of fire as well as those looking to understand its evolution.


From the publisher:

Northern Canada’s distinctive landscapes, its complex social relations and the contested place of the North in contemporary political, military, scientific and economic affairs have fueled recent scholarly discussion. At the same time, both the media and the wider public have shown increasing interest in the region. This timely volume extends our understanding of the environmental history of northern Canada - clarifying both its practice and promise, and providing critical perspectives on current public debates.

[...] Scholars from universities in Canada, the United States and Britain, as well as government researchers and northern residents, contribute to this examination of the relevance of historical study for contemporary arctic and sub-arctic issues, especially environmental challenges, security and sovereignty, indigenous politics and the place of science in northern affairs. By asking such questions, the volume offers lessons about the general practice of environmental history and engages an international body of scholarship that addresses the value of regional and interdisciplinary approaches. Crucially, however, it makes a distinctive contribution to the field of Canadian environmental history by identifying new areas of research and exploring how international scholarly developments might play out in the Canadian context.
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These items are available to be borrowed by all Members and staff of the Legislative Assembly and employees of the Manitoba Government.
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23. *Leading the unleadable : how to manage mavericks, cynics, divas, and other difficult people* / Alan Willett. New York : AMACOM, 2017. xiv, 225 pages. HD 57.7 Wil
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27. *No one is listening : incivility in the 42nd parliament, and how to fix it* / writer Mike Morden ; survey analysis Ryan van den Berg and Mike Morden. Toronto : Samara, 2017. 28 pages. JL 161 Mor
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40. *Transforming child welfare: interdisciplinary practices, field education, and research: voices from the Prairies* / edited by H.
Monty Montgomery, Dorothy Badry, Don Fuchs, and Daniel Kikulwe. Regina : University of Regina Press, 2016. xxvi, 355 pages. HV 745 .A6 Tra
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42. Planning for infrastructure to realize Canada's potential : the corridor concept / Andrei Sulzenko and G. Kent Fellows. Calgary : The School of Public Policy, The University of Calgary, 2016. 36 pages. HC 120 .C3 Sul
Manitoba Heritage titles for January 2018

Manitoba Heritage materials do not circulate. All items are available for consultation at the Legislative Library of Manitoba, 100-200 Vaughan Street.
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55. Describing patient populations for the My Health Team initiatives / authors: Dan Chateau, Alan Katz, Colleen Metge, Carole Taylor, Chelsey McDougall, Scott McCulloch. Winnipeg: Manitoba Centre for Health Policy, Rady Faculty of Health Sciences, Max Rady College of Medicine, University of Manitoba, 2017. 52 pages. Also available: My Health Teams: a new way to deliver primary care in Manitoba: a summary of the report Describing patient populations for the My Health Team initiative / summary written by Jennifer Enns. RA 399 Man [r17-2]

56. Factors affecting emergency department waiting room times in Winnipeg / by Malcolm Doupe, Dan Chateau, Shelley Derksen, Ricardo Lobato de Faria, Trevor Strome, Joykrishna Sarkar, Ruth-Ann Soodeen, Scott McCulloch, and Matt Dahl. Winnipeg: Manitoba Centre for Health Policy, Faculty of Health Sciences, Max Rady College of Medicine, University of Manitoba, 2017. 88 pages. RA 399 Man [r17-1]
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57. Bearing witness: journalists, record keepers and the 1917 Halifax explosion / Michael Dupuis; foreword by Alan Ruffman. Winnipeg: Fernwood, 2017. xv, 206 pages. FC 2346.4 Dup
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Manitoba Fiction & Literature


74. Game's end / Natasha Deen. Winnipeg: Great Plains Teen Fiction, 2017. 239 pages. PS 8607 Dee


76. Les savoirs perdus = Panuijkatasiki kina'masut'í / écrit par Michael James Isaac; illustré par Dozay (Arlene) Christmas; traduit en Mi'kmaw par Yolanda Denny et Elizabeth Paul; traduit en français par Miriam Chiasson et Danielle E. Cyr. Winnipeg: Roseway, 2017. 48 unnumbered pages. Translation of: The lost teachings. PS 8617 Isa
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84. *The original townsite of Grand Rapids, the future power city of Manitoba : where nature has provided Canada's second greatest hydro-electric site comparable only to Niagara Falls*. Winnipeg: New Manitoba Resources, Ltd., 1913. 1 folded sheet (12 unnumbered pages). Accompanied by: Price list of lots in Grand Rapids; Application for purchase of lots in Grand Rapids, Manitoba for sale by New Manitoba Resource.
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100. *Winnipeg Housing and Homelessness Initiative (WHHI) : final report* / prepared for the City of Winnipeg ; prepared by the Institute of Urban Studies with the City of Winnipeg. Winnipeg : The Institute of Urban Studies, 2009. 18 pages.
HV 4510 .W5 Win
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Submit Request
To Subscriber:

REQUEST ITEMS
Request items through the library’s catalogue at http://legislativelibrary.mb.catalogue.libraries.coop/ or send your request by email to legislative_library@gov.mb.ca.

Manitoba Heritage items are available for consultation at the Legislative Library of Manitoba, 100-200 Vaughan Street.

BORROWING
If you do not have a library card, please contact Reference Services at legislative_library@gov.mb.ca or 204-945-4330.

FEEDBACK
We welcome comments and suggestions on the contents and format of this service. We also welcome suggestions for books, periodicals, and other materials to be added to the collection. Please call Collection Development staff at 204-945-4330 or e-mail: legislative_library@gov.mb.ca.

If you would prefer to receive this publication electronically, please let us know at legislative_library@gov.mb.ca.